Spontaneous burst-firing in three auditory cortical fields: its relation to local field potentials and its effect on inter-area cross-correlations.
Burst-firing refers to epochs of sharply elevated neural discharge. It has been suggested that correlated firing in different cortical areas in anesthetized animals results from spontaneous burst-firing related to electroencephalogram spindling activity and state of drowsiness. To investigate this, simultaneous recordings of spontaneous firings of neurons in the primary (AI), secondary (AII) and anterior (AAF) fields of the auditory cortex in the lightly anaesthetized cat were obtained. This allowed a study of bursting behavior in the three cortical areas under exactly the same anesthetic state. Burst occurrences were detected using the Poisson-surprise method, and were typically highly synchronized with local field potentials (LFPs) and with burst-firing of other neurons recorded on the same electrode. Burst-firing occurred in 85% of 371 units studied, and in 48 (15%) thereof there were at least 100 bursts per 15 min. Neurons in Al were bursting at a significantly higher rate, but with fewer spikes per burst, than units in AII. The average percentage of the time that a spontaneously firing neuron is in the bursting state is only about 3% (range 0.004, 29%). The average peak cross-correlation coefficients between spikes and LFP triggers were largest for burst-onset spikes, followed by those between all burst spikes and LFP triggers, and smallest when all spikes of the single unit were used in the correlation. This was the case for within- and between-area conditions. Burst-onset times in different auditory fields were not correlated. Thus, the major cause of the observed correlation of spontaneous firing in different cortical areas is not synchronous burst-firing.